
OL14301PBS: Small Lantern

 
Collection:  Newport

 

 

The nautical, coastal-inspired Newport Collection by Feiss is complete
with lighthouse details including a vented top and a detailed cast frame
surrounding an inner Opal Etched glass inner shade. Newport features
our NEW Painted Silver outdoor finish and is composed of StoneStrong
material - a unique synthetic composition that is made tough enough to
withstand harsh environmental conditions, making it a great choice for
Coastal applications. The Newport design is offered in six fixtures: a
18.5"H large outdoor hanging lantern, a 9"H small outdoor wall lantern,
a 13"H medium outdoor wall lantern, a 16"H large outdoor wall lantern, a
20"H extra-large outdoor wall lantern, and a 18.5" post/pier outdoor
lantern.

 Featured in the decorative Newport collection

 1 A19 Medium 75 watt light bulb

 etched glass shade

 Made from a unique composite material which is engineered to
withstand the harshest environmental conditions and backed by a 5-year
warranty.

 
Newport is available in either Painted Silver or Antique Bronze outdoor
finishes and is made of Stone Strong - a unique synthetic composition
that is made tough enough to withstand harsh environmental conditions,
making it a great choice for Coastal applications.

 UPC #:014817573947

 Finish:  Painted Brushed Steel (PBS)  

Dimensions:
 
Width: 7.5"
Height: 13.0"
Weight: 4.22 lbs.

Extends: 8.875'
Wire: 8" (color;Black/White)
Mounting Proc.: Screw(s)
Connection: Mounted To Box

Bulbs:
 1 - Medium A19 75.0w Max. 120v Not included

Features:
Made from a unique composite material which is engineered to
withstand the harshest environmental conditions and backed by a
5-year warranty.

Material List:
1 Body - StoneStrong - Painted Brushed Steel

Safety Listing:
 Safety Listed for Wet Locations 

Instruction Sheets:
Trilingual (English, Spanish, and French) (OL14300-OL14301-OL14302-
OL14303)

Shade / Glass / Diffuser Details:
Part Material Finish Quantity Item Number Length Width Height Diameter Fitter

Diameter
Shade Top

Length
Shade Top

Width
Shade Top
Diameter

Shade Glass Etched 1 10.38 5.75

Backplate / Canopy Details:
Type Height / Length Width Depth Diameter Outlet Box Up Outlet Box Down

Back Plate 6.0 5.75 1.12  4.62  

Shipping Information:
Package Type Product # Quantity UPC Length Width Height Cube Weight Frt. Class UPS Ship
Individual OL14301PBS 1 014817573947 17.0 12.5 11.5 1.41 6.7 175 Yes
NJ Pallet 54 48.0 40.0 72.5 80.56 361.8 No
NV Pallet 48 48.0 40.0 72.5 80.56 321.6 No

Visual Comfort & Co. reserves the right to revise the design of components of any product due to parts availability or change in safety listing standards without assuming any obligation or
liability to modify any products previously manufactured and without notice. This literature depicts a product design that is the sole and exclusive property of Visual Comfort & Co.. In
compliance with U.S copyright and patent requirements, notification is hereby presented in this form that this literature, or the product it depicts, is not to be copied, altered or used in any
manner without the express written consent of, or contrary to the best interests of Visual Comfort & Co.
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